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Benefits of hyperbaric oxygen pretreatment for decompression
sickness in Bama pigs
Long Qing1,*, Hong-jie Yi1,*, Ye-wei Wang1,*, Quan Zhou1, Dinesh K. Ariyadewa1,2 and Wei-gang Xu1,‡

ABSTRACT
Decompression sickness (DCS) occurs when ambient pressure is
severely reduced during diving and aviation. Hyperbaric oxygen
(HBO) pretreatment has been shown to exert beneficial effects on
DCS in rats via heat-shock proteins (HSPs). We hypothesized that
HBO pretreatment will also reduce DCS via HSPs in swine models. In
the first part of our investigation, six swinewere subjected to a session
of HBO treatment. HSP32, 60, 70 and 90 were detected, before and
at 6, 12, 18, 24 and 30 h following exposure in lymphocytes. In the
second part of our investigation, another 10 swine were randomly
assigned into two groups (five per group). All swine were subjected to
two simulated air dives in a hyperbaric chamber with an interval of
7 days. Eighteen hours before each dive, the swine were pretreated
with HBO or air: the first group received air pretreatment prior to the
first dive and HBO pretreatment prior to the second; the second group
were pretreated with HBO first and then air. Bubble loads, skin
lesions, inflammation and endothelial markers were detected after
each dive. In lymphocytes, all HSPs increased significantly (P<0.05),
with the greatest expression appearing at 18 h for HSP32 and 70.
HBO pretreatment significantly reduced all the determined changes
compared with air pretreatment. The results demonstrate that a single
exposure to HBO 18 h prior to diving effectively protects against DCS
in the swine model, possibly via induction of HSPs.

KEY WORDS: Hyperbaric oxygenation, Inflammatory markers,
Decompression illness, Swine, Heat-shock proteins

INTRODUCTION
Rapid desaturation of dissolved inert gas in bodily tissues and blood
causes decompression sickness (DCS) at lower pressures, which
may occur in recreational and military diving, aviation and extra-
vehicular activity (EVA) in space (Vann et al., 2011). The symptoms
of DCS range from skin lesions and joint pain to effects on the
cardiopulmonary and central nervous system which may even cause
sudden death (Vann et al., 2011).
Hyperbaric oxygen (HBO) is an essential therapy for DCS, and

has a wide application in the treatment of carbon monoxide
poisoning, wound healing, cerebral ischemia and other maladies
(Weaver, 2014). HBO can also act in a prophylactic manner to
prevent DCS (Butler et al., 2006). We have shown that HBO

pretreatment 18 h before a simulated air dive significantly decreased
the incidence of and mortality from DCS in a rat model (Fan et al.,
2010; Ni et al., 2013) and further verified the involvement of heat
shock proteins (HSPs) in the model and in a primary cell culture (Ni
et al., 2013; Huang et al., 2014). As a moderate oxidative stress,
HBO could induce the expression of protective proteins including
HSPs, which could directly interfere with oxidative injury and
ischemia-like insults, having anti-oxidative, anti-inflammatory and
anti-apoptotic consequences.

The aim of this study was to further verify the beneficial effects of
HBO pretreatment related to HSP induction in a swine DCS model.
Sixteen swine were employed to reveal the expression of HSPs and
DCS symptoms following a single exposure to HBO. The changes
in the indices for swine DCS, including bubble formation, skin
lesions, inflammation and endothelial markers, were determined to
reflect the effects of HBO pretreatment on DCS.

MATERIALS AND METHODS
All experimental procedures were carried out in accordance with
internationally accepted humane standards (Russell et al., 1959).
Ethical clearance for this study was obtained from the Ethics
Committee for Animal Experiments of the Naval Medical
University, Shanghai, China.

Animals
A total of 16 neutered, 5 month old male Bama swine, Sus scrofa
domestica Erxleben 1777, were housed individually in the animal
husbandry facility of the Naval Medical University. The animals
were fed 2% of their body mass daily and water was available ad
libitum. They were fasted overnight for 12 h before they were
anesthetized, and were accustomed to the general laboratory
temperature of 23°C, humidity of 50−65% and natural
illumination, and used one at a time in the experiments. The
animals were weighed before each treatment.

Experimental design
This study consisted of two parts. Experiment 1 was carried out to
confirm the expression of HSPs induced by HBO in six swine.
Lymphocyte levels of HSP32, 60, 70 and 90 were determined
before, and at 6, 12, 18, 24 and 30 h after HBO exposure.
Experiment 2 was performed to explore the effects of HBO
pretreatment on DCS in 10 swine. Animals were randomly divided
into two subgroups (n=5 each) and subjected to the treatment plan
shown in Fig. 1. DCS was evaluated after each decompression as
described below.

Surgical preparation
In the operating theatre, the animals were placed in a canvas sling
and anesthesia was induced by intramuscular injection of
0.05 mg kg−1 atropine and (15 min later) 0.1 ml kg−1 Sumianxin;
2 mg kg−1 propofol was injected through the ear vein and anesthesiaReceived 8 October 2017; Accepted 2 December 2017
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was maintained with inhaled isoflurane (6%) via endotracheal
intubation using an anesthesia machine (WATO EX-20 Vet,
Mindray, Shenzhen, China). The right external jugular vein was
exposed and a central venous catheterization set (REF ES-04301,
Arrow, Houston, TX, USA) was introduced into the vein for blood
sampling. The surgical skin site was sterilized thoroughly with
povidone iodine solution and saline before the operation and after
suturing; 1 ml of heparinized saline (50 U ml−1) was injected to
avoid catheter occlusion and 1.6 MU penicillin was intramuscularly
injected to reduce the risk of infection. The animals were sent back
to the husbandry facility after complete awakening from anesthesia
and no further interventions were made that day.

HBO pretreatment
HBO pretreatment was performed in a 1000 l steel animal chamber
(DCW150, Yang Yuan No. 701 Institute, Shanghai, China) on one
animal at a time. The animal was secured in the canvas sling and a
transparent silicon hood was fixed and sealed around the neck. The
chamber was compressed with air to 15 m seawater (msw) and pure
oxygen was administered into the hood for 60 min with a 10 min air
break. Both compression and decompression were performed at a
rate of 2 msw min−1 to minimize both any potential discomfort to
the animal and temperature changes inside the chamber. The air
pretreatment (control) was performed in the sameway except air was
ventilated into the hood and the chamber was kept at atmospheric
pressure. Oxygen concentration in the hood was monitored and
maintained above 98% during HBO breathing and between 21% and
23% during the air interval. Chamber temperature and relative
humidity were maintained at 22–24°C and 65–75%, respectively.

Determination of HSPs
A 2 ml sample of anticoagulated blood was collected from the
indwelling catheter and an equal amount of Sample Diluent Mix
(TBD, Tianjin, China) was added. Lymphocytes were separated by
Percoll density gradient centrifugation with lymphocyte separation
liquid (TBD). Following interfusion with intracellular fixation buffer
(eBioscience, San Diego, CA, USA) and permeabilization buffer
(eBioscience), lymphocyte membranes were ruptured and fixed.
Fluorescent HSP antibodies labeled with FITC or PE (Abcam,
Cambridge, UK) and flow cytometry staining buffer (eBioscience)
were added, and HSPs in lymphocytes were detected by flow
cytometry (FACSCalibur, BD Biosciences, San Jose, CA, USA).

Simulated diving
All simulated dives were carried out in the same chamber described
above, with one swine at a time. The chamber was pressurized to
40 msw with compressed air over a period of 9 min at an increasing

rate from 3 to 6 msw min−1. The pressure was maintained for
35 min before decompression, which was conducted in linear
segments of 5 msw min−1 between 40 and 30 msw, 4 msw min−1

between 30 and 20 msw, 3.3 msw min−1 between 20 and 10 msw,
and 2.9 msw min−1 from 10 msw to the surface. The chamber was
frequently ventilated to prevent any decrease in O2 and
accumulation of CO2. The temperature was controlled between 22
and 24°C with a transient increase to 26°C following compression
and a decrease to 20°C before surfacing.

Bubble detection
Bubbles in heart chambers were detected extrathoracically by a
3.5 MHz transducer connected to an ultrasound machine (Mylab
30CV, Esoate, Italy). Detection was repeated at 30 min, 60 min,
90 min, 2 h, 3 h, 4 h and 6 h following surfacing, each lasting 2 min.
The aortic root short axis was adjusted into view for detection. In
this view, the right ventricular outflow tract, pulmonary artery and
aorta were clearly visible. Bubbles in ultrasound images were scored
by the Eftedal–Brubakk grading scale (Eftedal and Brubakk, 1997).

Skin lesions
After the swine had surfaced, their skin lesions were thoroughly
examined according to methods previously developed by us (Qing
et al., 2017). Briefly, the latency and dimension of stage III lesions,
the most serious form with maximum lesion area manifesting as
purple–red homogeneous, macular lesions, were examined and
recorded on a swine-shape figure. Lesions were measured by the
palm of a single experimenter, similar to the estimation of burn
surface area. The swine body surface area was calculated by the
Meeh–Rubner equation area=0.0974×weight2/3 (Quiring, 1955).

Detection of inflammation and endothelial markers
Immediately before and 12, 18, 24, 32, 48 h following exposure, a
2 ml blood sample was taken from the catheter in a pro-coagulation
tube to segregate serum. Inflammatory indicators including
interleukine-8 (IL-8), monocyte chemoattractant protein-1 (MCP-
1) and methane dicarboxylic aldehyde (MDA), and endothelial
markers including endothelin-1 (ET-1) and vascular cell adhesion
molecule-1 (VCAM-1) were detected by the respective ELISA kits
(Enzyme-Linked Biotechnology Co., Ltd, Shanghai, China).

Statistical analysis
Changes of HSP expression in lymphocytes following HBO
exposure were analyzed by one-group repeated-measures ANOVA.
Bubble loads were tested by the generalized estimation equation.
ANOVA with two-stage cross-over design data was used to test the
effects of pretreatment and stage. Indexes from two simulated dives
in each group were compared by paired-samples t-tests. Differences
between groups were compared by two independent-samples t-tests.
P≤0.05 was accepted as statistically significant.

RESULTS
The swine weighed 20–25 kg (22.0±0.9 kg, mean±s.d.). In
experiment 2, no significant differences in mean mass were found
between the two groups before the first or the second pretreatment
and dive. Mean body mass increased approximately 7% over the
7 day interval between the two dives, from 21.5±1.0 to 23.0±0.7 kg
(P=0.00). All swine survived the experiments.

HSP expression after HBO exposure
All detected HSPs expressed in lymphocytes increased significantly
after HBO exposure (experiment 1; P<0.05). The rate of expression
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Fig. 1. Profile of the air/HBO pretreatment of swine (experiment 2). Ten
swine were randomly divided into two subgroups (n=5 each) and were
subjected to two simulated air dives in a hyperbaric chamber with an interval of
7 days. Eighteen hours before each dive, the swine were pretreated with
hyperbaric oxygen (HBO) or air. Group 1 received air pretreatment prior to the
first dive and HBO pretreatment prior to the second; group 2 was pretreated
with HBO first and then air.
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of HSP32, 60 70 and 90 in lymphocytes increased 2.4-, 1.4-, 1.9-
and 1.2-fold, respectively (Fig. 2). The inducible HSP32 and 70
increased most significantly, with the greatest expression appearing
at 18 h following HBO exposure; 18 h was therefore used as the
interval from HBO exposure to simulated diving with the aim of
measuring any beneficial effects of HBO pretreatment.
The results of our experiments showed that HBO pretreatment

had effects (P<0.05) on bubble load, skin lesions and inflammatory
and endothelial markers (see below), while the stage had no effect
(P>0.05). Detailed statistical results are shown in Tables 1 and 2.

Bubble load following HBO pretreatment
Bubbles could be clearly observed in the right ventricular outflow
tract and pulmonary artery in the ultrasound images. During the
observation period, the number of bubbles was greatest at the first
detection point, performed 30 min following decompression, and
gradually decreased thereafter (Fig. 3A). HBO pretreatment reduced
bubble load when compared with air pretreatment (P=0.000); the
pretreatment order had no effect on bubble load (P=0.616; Fig. 3B).

Skin lesions following HBO pretreatment
Skin lesions indicative of DCS occurred in all swine after either of
the simulated air dives. HBO pretreatment increased the latency to
stage III lesion and reduced lesion surface area when compared with
air pretreatment in both groups and when combined (P<0.01 or
P<0.05; Fig. 4).

Changes in inflammatory indicators following HBO
pretreatment
IL-8, MCP-1 and MDA gradually increased after the simulated dive
and peaked at 6, 12 and 12 h, respectively (Fig. 5, left). The rate of
change was compared between the two dives, the different
pretreatments and the two groups at their peak time point. HBO
pretreatment significantly reduced the increase in inflammatory
indicators (P<0.05 or P<0.01).

Changes in endothelial markers following HBO pretreatment
The simulated dives induced a significant increase of serum ET-1
and VCAM-1, with the peak value appearing at 18 and 24 h,
respectively. HBO pretreatment significantly reduced the levels of
these markers at the respective peak time point (P<0.05 or P<0.01;
Fig. 6).

DISCUSSION
Divers are at risk of DCS, a distinctive disorder caused by bubble
generation following a rapid and extensive reduction of ambient
pressure (Vann et al., 2011). The symptoms vary from mild
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Fig. 2. Heat shock protein (HSP) expression in lymphocytes following
HBO exposure. Swine (n=6) were treated with HBO at 15 m seawater (msw)
for 60 min with a 10 min air break (experiment 1). The expression of HSP32,
60, 70 and 90 in lymphocytes was detected by flow cytometry before and 6, 12,
18, 24 and 30 h following HBO exposure. Time point 0 represents pre-
exposure. *P<0.05 compared with the pre-exposure level.

Table 1. Results of ANOVA with two-stage cross-over design data

Parameters Sources of variation F P

Skin lesion area rate Corrected model 19.903 0.000
Subject 19.521 0.000
Stage 0.131 0.726
Pretreatment 43.115 0.000

Latency to stage III lesion Corrected model 55.818 0.000
Subject 60.667 0.000
Stage 0.400 0.545
Pretreatment 67.600 0.000

IL-8 Corrected model 17.601 0.000
Subject 17.852 0.000
Stage 0.619 0.454
Pretreatment 32.325 0.000

MPC-1 Corrected model 7.185 0.005
Subject 4.182 0.028
Stage 0.602 0.460
Pretreatment 40.789 0.000

MDA Corrected model 23.081 0.000
Subject 18.341 0.000
Stage 3.827 0.086
Pretreatment 85.002 0.000

ET-1 Corrected model 7.014 0.005
Subject 3.806 0.037
Stage 0.747 0.412
Pretreatment 42.150 0.000

VCAM-1 Corrected model 5.472 0.012
Subject 3.561 0.044
Stage 0.003 0.960
Pretreatment 28.146 0.001

IL-8, interleukine-8; MPC-1, monocyte chemoattractant protein-1; MDA,
methane dicarboxylic aldehyde; ET-1, endothelin-1; VCAM-1, vascular cell
adhesion molecule-1.

Table 2. Results of paired t-test and two independent-samples t-tests

Parameter
Pretreatments
compared P Groups compared P

Skin lesion
area rate

Group 1 0.014 Air pretreatment 0.547

Group 2 0.005 HBO pretreatment 0.588
Combined 0.000 Combined 0.920

Latency to
stage III
lesion

Group 1 0.002 Air pretreatment 0.626

Group 2 0.009 HBO pretreatment 0.784
Combined 0.000 Combined 0.594

IL-8 Group 1 0.015 Air pretreatment 0.282
Group 2 0.016 HBO pretreatment 0.103
Combined 0.000 Combined 0.066

MPC-1 Group 1 0.015 Air pretreatment 0.966
Group 2 0.008 HBO pretreatment 0.396
Combined 0.000 Combined 0.686

MDA Group 1 0.001 Air pretreatment 0.529
Group 2 0.003 HBO pretreatment 0.900
Combined 0.000 Combined 0.711

ET-1 Group 1 0.032 Air pretreatment 0.562
Group 2 0.002 HBO pretreatment 0.975
Combined 0.000 Combined 0.713

VCAM-1 Group 1 0.029 Air pretreatment 0.660
Group 2 0.012 HBO pretreatment 0.550
Combined 0.000 Combined 0.565
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arthralgia and skin lesions to severe cardio-pulmonary or
neurological function damage, and even sudden death (Vann
et al., 2011). Invisible injuries, such as inflammatory responses and
blood vessel endothelial injuries, also play a role in the progression
of DCS (Brubakk and Møllerløkken, 2009; Levett and Millar,
2008; Vann et al., 2011). Immediate recompression at the nearest
facility is the optimal treatment, which requires a well-equipped
chamber, but this is absent in many cases. Reduction of the risk of
DCS is vital.
Three distinct mechanisms have been proposed for the

prophylactic action of HBO on DCS. The traditionally
hypothesized mechanism is ‘denitrogenation’, which occurs
immediately before exposure to a lower atmospheric pressure such
as an EVA (Lambertsen, 1988). The ‘denucleation’mechanism was
proposed to explain the effects of HBO administered any time from
several minutes to hours prior to a dive indicating a time interval is
necessary between pretreatment and the subsequent hyperbaric

exposure (Arieli et al., 2009). The third mechanism, in which HBO
is pre-breathed more than 10–20 h prior to diving, seems to involve
inducible proteins (Butler et al., 2006; Fan et al., 2010; Huang et al.,
2014, 2016; Ni et al., 2013).

The present study was performed to test the third mechanism in a
swine DCS model. In order to find the optimal time interval
between HBO pre-exposure and DCS modeling, HSP expression
following HBO exposure was studied first. Lymphocytes are an
ideal blood cell type for flow-cytometric determination of induced
HSPs (Cui et al., 2015), and the results showed that expression of all
four determined HSPs increased after HBO exposure. Among these,
HSP32 and 70 increased most significantly, with the greatest
expression appearing at 18 h following HBO exposure, which is
similar to results observed in rats in our previous study (Ni et al.,
2013). Thus, 18 h was chosen as the interval for this experiment.

In order to minimize the number of animals used and to increase
the efficiency of the study, a self-controlled experimental design
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Fig. 3. Bubble load in swine after simulated diving following HBO pretreatment. Swine were equally divided into two groups (n=5 per group) and were
subjected to two simulated dives following pretreatment with either air or HBO before each dive (see Fig. 1). Bubbles in heart chambers were detected by
ultrasound at specific time points after decompression, and were scored by the Eftedal–Brubakk grading scale. (A) Bubble score plotted against time after
decompression. (B) Bubble score according to pretreatment.
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Fig. 4. Skin decompression sickness (DCS) lesions in swine after simulated diving following HBO pretreatment. Skin lesions were observed in both
groups of swine (n=5 each) after simulated air dives following air or HBO pretreatment (see Fig. 1). The skin lesion area as a proportion of body surface area (A)
and latency to stage III lesion (B) were compared between the two dives, the different treatments and the two groups. *P<0.05, **P<0.01.
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Fig. 5. Changes of inflammatory markers after simulated diving following HBO pretreatment. Blood was sampled from a venous catheter in swine
pretreated with air or HBO before a simulated air dive and 6, 12, 18, 24, 36 and 48 h following decompression. (A,C,E) Interleukine-8 (IL-8; A), monocyte
chemoattractant protein-1 (MCP-1; C) and methane dicarboxylic aldehyde (MDA; E) in serum were tested by ELISA. (B,D,F) The rate of change in IL-8, MCP-1
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was adopted. Each animal underwent the compression/
decompression protocol twice, following pretreatment with HBO
or normobaric air. With regard to the potential impact of repetitive
diving on DCS, with the resulting possible increase or decrease in
DCS risk (Rhind et al., 2007; Vann, 1989), a prolonged 7 day
interval was adopted and the swine were divided into two groups
with different pretreatment sequences of HBO or air to investigate
the possible influence of the first dive on the second. From the
results, no significant differences were found between the outcomes
of the first and second dive in the swine, whether pretreated with air
or with HBO, or when combining the two groups as a whole
(P>0.05, data not shown). All results in this study suggest that the
differences come from the different pretreatments.
The current experimental results clearly demonstrate that HBO

pretreatment ameliorates the symptoms of DCS. Neurological
change was not found in our previous experiment using the same
animal model (Qing et al., 2017), so it was not determined in this
study, and therefore the potential benefits of HBO pretreatment on
neurological DCS remain to be investigated.
The beneficial effects of HBO pretreatment on DCS were

postulated to result from the induction of HSPs. HBO exposure is
considered to be a moderate oxidative stress, which could increase

the production of reactive oxygen species in animals including
swine. Reactive oxygen species serve as signaling molecules in
inducing the expression of protective proteins including HSPs,
which play a leading role in HBO preconditioning in various
disorders (Thom, 2011). Among the HSP family, HSP27, HSP32,
HSP60, HSP70 are the main inducible members, and contribute
substantially to maintaining homeostasis during disease or injuries
(Latchman, 2001; Maines, 1997; Redaelli et al., 2001; Wiechmann
et al., 2017). Oxidative stress and ischemia–reperfusion are crucial
in the etiology of DCS (Vann et al., 2011). HSPs directly interfere
with oxidative injury and ischemia-like insults by reducing
alterations in cellular redox status in endothelial cell survival/
death pathways (Djurhuus et al., 2010; Yenari et al., 2005). In our
previous studies in vivo and in vitro, HSP32 and HSP70 increased
significantly following HBO exposure and were preventive for DCS
and oxidative/oxygen–glucose deprivation insults, respectively
(Huang et al., 2014, 2016; Ni et al., 2013). HSP32, also known as
heme oxygenase-1, is one of the rate-limiting enzymes in heme
catabolism, which leads to the generation of ferrous iron, biliverdin
and CO, with anti-oxidative, anti-inflammatory and anti-apoptotic
consequences (Maines, 1997). HSP70 is linked to less apoptotic cell
death, which is associated with endothelial protection during DCS
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(Djurhuus et al., 2010). Furthermore, HSP70 could suppress
monocyte activation to impair proinflammatory cytokine
production (Yenari et al., 2005). As the key mitochondrial
molecular chaperone, HSP60 is especially required under cellular
stress conditions, and its expression is increased in response to stress
stimuli (Kim et al., 2017). For HSP90, although it is a constitutive
protein, in many circumstances it is also inducible and regulates
numerous client proteins to counteract various injuries (Latchman,
2001; Redaelli et al., 2001). HSPs were considered to play a role in
reducing neurological DCS in rabbits that received heat exposure
prior to dives (Su et al., 2004). However, HSP27 did not change
significantly after HBO treatment in rats and in neurons in vitro
(Huang et al., 2014; Ni et al., 2013). To produce mild oxidative
stress that was nonetheless sufficient to induce HSP expression,
HBO higher than a certain pressure (>2 atmospheres absolute) may
be warranted.
The induction of HSPs may also be the cause of decreased bubble

formation as a result of the beneficial effects of HSPs on endothelial
cells, which may be the generating sites of microbubbles (Butler
et al., 2006). However, the ‘denucleation’ etiology of HBO
pretreatment might also be involved in the reduction of bubbles,
as the generation of gas nuclei in the body takes 10–100 h (Yount,
1982). The generation of gas nuclei may be related to the heart and
respiratory rates, which are several times higher in rats than in swine.
This might be a possible explanation for the results of our previous
study, in which no change in bubble formation was detected
following HBO pretreatment in a rat DCS model (Fan et al., 2010).
The exact causes of reduced bubble formation deserve further study.
In our previous rat and ex vivo neuron experiments, a control

group using HSP inhibitors was adopted to verify the involvement
of HSPs. Because of limits to drug administration to swine, the
effects of HSP inhibition were not observed. Therefore, the precise
role of HSPs in the protective effect of HBO pretreatment is mostly
speculative in this study. Other inducible protective proteins such as
hypoxia-inducible factor and vascular endothelial growth factor
may also be involved (Thom, 2011).
Studying the time course of injuries will help to better elucidate

the pathophysiological process of decompression stress and this is
of great significance in clinical diagnosis, as divers suffering from
DCS are frequently delay-treated (Vann et al., 2011). From the
curves of combined air pretreatment presented in Figs 5 and 6, it can
be seen that the duration of half-maximal elevation levels for IL-8,
MCP-1, MDA, ET-1 and VCAM-1 occurred around 3–18 h, 3–
20 h, 6–22 h, 12–36 h and 12–33 h, respectively. These changes
were similar to those found in our previous rat DCS study (Zhang
et al., 2017). From the current results and those we have acquired in
rats, it can be speculated that the endothelial indices are ideal
biomarkers in diagnosing decompression stress.
Taken together, this is the first study to reveal that HBO

pretreatment more than 10 h prior to diving significantly reduces the
risk of DCS in a swine model. HSP induction might be the
underlying mechanism. Discerning the time course of
pathophysiological biomarkers would help in the clinical
diagnosis of DCS. As a routine operation in diving and
hyperbaric activities, HBO breathing independently or integrated
into hyperbaric exercise before diving is convenient and practicable,
and will be a valuable approach in decreasing DCS risk. Further
research in divers is warranted.
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